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Abstract
As a flexible Lagrangian particle method, smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) can easily capture large interface
deformation, breaking, merging and splashing, which is quite suitable for the simulation of water surface waves. The classic
weakly compressible smoothed particle hydrodynamics (WCSPH) algorithm for incompressible fluid flow usually needs small
time steps to ensure numerical stability, which makes it computational time consuming. The major reason is that the pressure is
linked with the density deviation which should be zero everywhere in incompressible fluid flows. Generally, the equation of state
for a weakly compressible fluid is adopted to simulate incompressible fluid. To enforce the incompressibility, the stiffness of
fluid is set to be large enough to keep the density deviation less than an allowable error. That will lead to a problem that a tiny
error of computed density will cause a large pressure error and further numerical instability. In order to obtain rational pressure
distribution and good computational efficiency as well, a new algorithm is proposed considering that flow field is globally
incompressible from the view of spatial averaged flow field and weakly compressible locally due to the computational error from
the view of particles. The basic conception of the proposed modified SPH is to split the pressure into a global part and local
fluctuating part. The global part of pressure or the spatial averaged pressure on the resolution of background mesh is obtained by
solving the pressure Poisson equation based on the velocity divergence free condition. The local fluctuating pressure is related to
the local particle density variation by solving the local pressure Poisson equation, which is applied to maintain particles’ spacing
in relative equilibrium. Based on this idea, formulas for the spatial averaged pressure and local fluctuating pressure are derived.
The spatial averaged pressure is used as a primary estimation of the pressure gradient force and then the local fluctuating pressure
is added as a correction of local density deviation. The proposed algorithm is verified by simulating the classic dam broken
problem and then applied to simulate water wave breaking. A comparison of the particle configurations with previous studies at
different times is shown. Good agreement between the present results and the previous results can be found. A discussion on
computational efficiency is also carried out. The result shows that the proposed algorithm has better stability and can greatly
reduce the computational time cost.
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1. Introduction
Smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) is a Lagrangian particle tracking method, which shows good
performance in simulating complex free-surface flow. Thus, after Monaghan in 1990s first introduced SPH into
modeling incompressible fluid flows with free-surface (Monaghan, 1994), it has been very developed and widely
used in hydrodynamic modeling in recent two decades. A large number of studies have been carried out and great
achievements have been made. A comprehensive and detailed review on SPH can be referred to Liu and Liu (2010).
In coastal engineering field, a number of works have successfully applied SPH method to simulate water waves
breaking and wave-body interaction(Ren et al., 2014; Omidvar et al., 2012; Weiss et al., 2011; Khayyer and Gotoh,
2009; Khayyer et al., 2008; Dalrymple and Rogers, 2006; Gomez-Gesteira and Dalrymple, 2004).
The computational cost of SPH is relatively high, and a main reason for the high cost in the early SPH methods is
the small time step required by the poor stability of SPH algorithm. Thus a number of researchers are working on
how to reduce its computational time cost. One way to reduce the total time cost is reliant on the computer technology.
Because the parallel computing technology is suitable for the particle method, GPU-based technology is very popular
recently (Hori et al., 2011; Weiss et al., 2011) and it is an effective and promising way. Another way is to improve
the algorithm by using larger time step. In most hydrodynamic problems, the time-step criteria for SPH is not
dominated by viscosity force or the surface tension, but dominated by the pressure gradient force. The traditional
way to get pressure is to link the pressure with the deviation of density. Generally, the equation of state for a weakly
compressible fluid is adopted for the incompressible fluid such as water (Monaghan, 1994). This kind of SPH is
called the weakly compressible smoothed particle hydrodynamics (WCSPH). To enforce the incompressibility, the
stiffness of fluid should be set large enough to keep the density deviation within a tolerance. That means the speed
of pressure wave in the fluid, or the sound speed, should be much larger than the typical velocity in the flow.
However, large stiffness of fluid inevitably brings a problem that a tiny error of computed density might lead to a
large pressure error and consequent instability. As the actual sound wave speed in water is generally much larger,
the change of pressure in flow domain looks like an instantaneous response to the change of velocity field.
Another way to obtain the pressure is to solve the pressure Poisson equation implicitly (Mitsuteru et al., 2012;
Khayyer et al., 2008; Shao and Lo, 2003; Cummins and Rudman, 1999). The pressure Poisson equation is usually
derived based on the fact that the rational pressure field should keep the non-divergence of velocity field in an
incompressible flow. As the pressure is solved using implicit method, the time step can be enlarged. However, the
numerically approximation of the Laplacian in the pressure Poisson equation is still a major issue. Moreover, this
kind of methods suffers the computational cost of solving a pressure Poisson equation at each particle location.
This study aims to enhance the model stability and reduce the required time cost by using an Eulerian-Lagrangian
hybrid way. If the pressure field in the computational domain is given, the pressure force acting on each particle can
be interpolated from the pressure gradient field. It is known that the technique for solving the pressure Poisson
equation is quite mature in the Eulerian grid based methods, especially using the structured grid. Generally, a
background mesh is used in SPH for accelerating the searching for neighbouring particles. Therefore, to obtain the
pressure field on a background grid is very easy and convenient. It can be observed that the pressure in a particle
tracking method plays two roles, one as a main driving force and the other to keep the particles evenly distributed.
Based on this point and considering that the incompressible flow should keep incompressibility globally and may
show weak compressibility locally due to the numerical error of the particle method, we provide a new treatment for
pressure and derived the corresponding formulas, in which we split the pressure at each particle into a global part
and a local part so as to guarantee the global stability as well as the local precision under a larger time step. A 2d
model is developed and applied to the classic dam broken problem and breaking wave modeling to verify the program
code. Furthermore the computational efficiency is discussed.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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2. Mathematical Formulation
2.1. Basic formulas
The essential assumption of SPH method is that a field variable defined at one discrete particle location can be
approximately interpolated by a weighted sum of contribution from its neighbouring particles.
   = ,i i j j ij
j
A A V A W r h x (1)
where  iA x denotes any variable defined at particle i located at ix , which is abbreviated as iA . jV is the volume
of j-th particle, jx is the position vector of j-th particle.  ,ijW r h is a kernel function or a smoothing kernel, in
which h is the smoothing kernel length and ij i jr 
 x x is the relative position vector between the i-th particle and
the j-th particle. The partial derivative of a variable can be approximately derived as
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j
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where the gradient  ,ijW r h is evaluated at particle j. There are many types of kernel function. The kernel function
used in this study is the fourth-order centrosymmetric formula (Kordilla et al., 2013).
The mass conservation is naturally satisfied by using the particle method, since we usually define each particle
has a fixed mass im . The velocity of each particle is governed by the momentum conservation. Generally, the gravity
force, the pressure gradient force and the viscous force are taken into consideration in a hydrodynamic problem.
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Here, iu is the velocity vector of i-th particle and t is time, g is the acceleration of gravity, ,p if is the pressure
gradient force per unit mass,
,iνf is the viscous force per unit mass. There are several different approaches for the
force terms. The formula used to calculate the viscous force in the momentum equation is approximated as (Kordilla
et al., 2013; Morris, 2000)
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where ν is the kinetic viscosity of fluid. The classic form of pressure force is approximated as
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which has been used by many researchers (Ihmsen et al., 2011; Kordilla et al., 2013). In which p is the pressure and
ρ is the density.
2.2. Approaches for pressure
In idealized incompressible flows, the pressure distribution in the flow field should maintain the divergence-
free flow field. And fluid particles should keep a certain distance from each other, in another words particles with
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fixed mass should keep its volume constant. The basic assumption here to obtain the pressure is that the flow field
is globally incompressible and can weakly compressible locally due to the computational error. Assuming the
variables defined at a coarser resolution strictly satisfy the governing equation for incompressible flow, the pressure
defined at each particle is split into a spatial averaged component and a local fluctuating component, as well as the
density and velocity.
p p p  (6)
Where the variable with tilde denotes the spatial averaged component defined at a coarser resolution and the variable
with prime denotes the local fluctuating component which is the difference between the variable defined at particles
and the spatial averaged component. This method is named as pressure splitting algorithm for convenience. The
spatial averaged component of density is the rest density of fluid which keeps constant everywhere. From the
governing equation for incompressible flow, a pressure Poisson equation can be derived.
 2 1 *0=np
t
ρ 

u  (7)
In which *u is the primary estimation of spatial averaged velocity based on the known n-th time step variables
without the consideration of the pressure gradient force. It can be approximately interpolated by a weighted sum of
*u from neighbouring particles after predictor steps.
And an approach for the local fluctuating component of pressure can be also derived after a series of deduction
and simplification following He et al.(2012). The local fluctuating component of pressure is finally linked with the
density deviation as following.
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where 0r is the initial radius of particle. Although SPH is regarded as a meshless method, a background mesh is
usually adopted in order to find the neighbours of a particle within its kernel radius efficiently. So it is convenient to
define the spatial averaged variables on the background mesh. Then, the spatial averaged pressure can be estimated
by solving the pressure Poisson equation implicitly on a background mesh using Eq. (7) to enforce a divergence-free
velocity field globally. And the local fluctuating pressure p , which is introduced by the numerical density deviation
of each particle, can be explicitly calculated by Eq. (8) approximately.
2.3. Implementation procedure
Uniform background mesh is used to accelerate the searching for neighbouring particles. Then the averaged
velocity components are defined at the grid faces. The averaged pressure is defined at the center of a grid. At the
beginning of each time step, the intermediate velocity *iu and position
*
ix of each particle are estimated based on
the known variables at n-th time step and by only considering the gravity force and the viscous force. The viscous
force is estimated using Eq.(4).
Secondly, *u defined at the faces of the background mesh can be approximately interpolated by a weighted sum
of *iu at its neighbouring particles. Solving Eq.(7) with the finite differential method, p and its correlated force
1
,
n
p i
f  are easily obtained. The instantaneous density is then solved by using the following formula
 * * * ,ii i j
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Where iF is a renormalization factor introduced following Grenier et al. (2013) and Grenier et al. (2009), since the
absence of particles on the other side of free surface will cause an underestimation of the instantaneous density if the
renormalization factor is absent. After *jρ is obtained, p and 1, np i f are solved using Eq.(8) and Eq.(5).
Then the spatial averaged part and the local fluctuating part of the pressure force are estimated and applied to
renew the velocity and position of each particle. After the new velocity and position at time step n+1 have been
determined, the volume of each particle is renewed by using
   1 ,n ni i i j j i ij
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3. Applications and discussions
In order to test the algorithm and to illustrate the accuracy of the numerical code, the present model is applied to
simulate the broken dam problem and water surface wave breaking. In this study, the wall boundary condition is
dealt with the mirror image method. If a particle is at the mesh near the wall boundary, then a image of this particle
at the other side of the wall is generated, which has the same distance to the wall and takes same local pressure. In
the case that the slip boundary condition is applied, the particle and its imaginary particle have same tangential
velocity component and opposite in normal direction. And a periodic boundary is used in modelling breaking water
waves in deep water.
3.1. Broken dam
The model is applied to simulate the broken dam problem. Water pours out from a rectangular reservoir, flows
along a dry horizontal bed and then is blocked by a vertical wall downstream. The depth of water H=0.6m, the length
of water B=2H, and the distance between the dam and the downstream vertical wall is about L=3.36H.
2.2t g H  2.6t g H 
5.6t g H  6.2t g H 
Fig. 1. Particle configurations and pressure distribution for broken dam problem at times 2.2, 2.6, 5.6, 6.2t g H  .
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Parameters used in the computation are listed as following: the initial distance of particles r0=0.012m, the
smoothing kernel length h=3r0, and the time step 35 10 st    . Fig. 1 shows the computed flow process by the
present model comparing with the results of Colicchio (2001) using BEM (boundary element method) and LES
(level-set method). The contour is the computed spatial averaged pressure. The red solid line is the computational
free water surface using BEM and the red dashed line is the result using LES. It can be seen the present model well
reproduced not only the process that water pour out from the reservoir but also the process after water front hit the
downstream wall. The present result agrees very well with the result using BEM before the water front hit the right
wall. After the water front hit the right wall, the present result is more close to the result given by the LES method.
3.2. Water surface waves
The developing process of an unsteady wave with a large enough wave height is simulated by present model. To
compare with the previous study using VOF method by Chen et al.(1999), same initial conditions are adopted as a
third ordered Stokes wave in infinite water depth.
The initial particle distance is r0=L/180, and totally 16206 particles are used. The smoothing length is set to be
h=3r0. And the time step 31 10 st    is used. Periodic boundary condition is applied at the left and right boundary.
Fig. 2 shows snapshots of the time sequence of a breaking wave. The comparison between the computed results by
the VOF model (Chen et al., 2003) and the present SPH model is presented. The left column is the result given by
Chen et al. (2003) using the VOF method. The right column is the result of present model. It can be seen that the
breaking process is reasonably simulated. At the beginning, the initial wave transforms due to nonlinearity and
dispersivity, and becomes more and more asymmetric near the crest. The front face of the crest becomes steeper and
steeper and then forms a jet projecting forward. The water surface profiles given by present model agree well with
the result given by Chen et al. (2003) at the early stages. The difference becomes clear after an air cavity formed.
Because in that case the effect of air phase may become significant and the result of Chen et al. (2003) was based on
the water-gas two phase fluids model.
(a) t/T=0.22
(b) t/T=0.48
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(c) t/T=0.57
(d) t/T=0.70
Fig. 2. Comparison of results by the present model and the previous VOF model (Chen et al, 2003).
3.3. Discussion on computational efficiency
Testing cases have been implemented on a PC to assess the accuracy and efficiency of the present method. The
model is developed based on Matlab. We first developed a serial version, and then the code for computing viscous
force and local fluctuating pressure was parallelized across multiple cores in a single machine. In one time step, the
present model only adds a process for spatial averaged pressure force prediction to the WCSPH. The broken dam
case is used to test the time cost of the additional process. Using the serial version, the additional process add only
5.0%, 5.6%, 8.3% computational time in cases r0=0.012m, 0.006m, 0.003m  in one time step. In the parallel version
running on 4 cores, the additional process adds 10.1%, 11.8%, 17.5% computational time in cases r0=0.012m,
0.006m, 0.003m in one time step. It can be seen that the additional process do not add much computational burden
even when the other part of code is parallelized. The smoothing length or the size of background grid also has an
impact on the addition time cost. In case r0=0.003m, the additional process adds 7.2% when h=4r0 and 17.5% when
h=3r0. The larger smoothing length results in heavier computational burden. But the share of additional process in
the total time cost will fall.
Although the additional process adds a certain amount of computation, the time step can be greatly enlarged by
using this method. We compare the time step that can ensure the computation stable in present model and the tradition
WCSPH model, by conducting a series of computational cases with different time steps. Using the broken dam case
with r0=0.012m and h=3r0, the upper limit of the time step can be used in WCSPH is less than 510-4s, but the time
step used in the present model can reach to 110-2s. Since significantly larger time step can be used in the present
model, the computation can be largely sped up.
4. Conclusions
A modified SPH model to improve the computational stability is developed. Considering in many hydrodynamic
problems flows are not dominated by the viscous force but by the pressure gradient force and the CFL time-step in
SPH is mainly restricted by the treatment of pressure, this study provides a new way to compute pressure force. The
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basic conception is to split the pressure into a global part and local fluctuating part. The global pressure on the
resolution of background mesh is obtained by solving the pressure Poisson equation implicitly to keep the velocity
field divergence free. The local fluctuating pressure is related to the local particle density variation by solving the
local pressure Poisson equation, which is applied to maintain the particles’ spacing in relative equilibrium. The
proposed algorithm is verified by simulating the classic dam broken problem. And then it is applied to simulate water
wave breaking. A comparison of the particle configurations with previous studies at different times is shown. Good
agreement between the present results and the previous results by other researchers can be found. A discussion on
computational efficiency of the serial version and the parallelized version is also carried out. Preliminary analysis
finds that the present method has better stability, and can greatly reduce the computational time cost in 2D cases. 3D
version of this method will be developed in the future, and further test on the efficiency of this method will be carried
out.
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